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ABSTRACT

Emotionality Processing: Bilinguals and Personality (December 2015)
Wualú Aranxa Altamira, B. A., Texas A&M International University;
Chair of Committee: Roberto R. Heredia, Ph.D.

This thesis discusses two studies addressing how bilinguals process different types of
emotional/emotional-laden English-Spanish words (positive [kiss-beso] vs. neutral [toolherramienta] vs. negative [rotten-podrido]) from a Dimensional approach by looking at the two
major emotional dimensions of valence (unpleasant to pleasant) and arousal (calm to excited).
Study 1 extends Spanish norms to a bilingual population. A rating task for valence and arousal
was used in which participants rated how the different word types made them feel on a 1-9 scale
(Unhappy: Calm = 1 to Happy: Excited = 9). The results obtained were correlated with the
original study suggesting valence is a better predictor of emotion than arousal. In study 2,
bilinguals participated in a lexical decision task involving reaction time (RT) as an index of word
processing, while completing Personality (NEO-FFI 3), Depression (BDI-II), and Anxiety
(STAI) inventories. A two-way mixed linear effects model analysis showed a main effect for
valence (positive, neutral, and negative words) and an interaction between Group1/Group2
(clinical vs. nonclinical) x Valence. This analysis showed slower processing of negative stimuli
by both groups, while for positive stimuli, the nonclinical group demonstrated a faster processing
as opposed to the clinical group (i.e., slower processing). Correlations of interest between the
predictor variables such as neuroticism and the clinical groups revealed positive correlations
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(Group1 r = .62, p ≤ .01; Group2 r = .63, p ≤ .01), while the opposite pattern was seen with
extraversion (Group1 r = -.28, p ≤ .01; Group2 r = -.31, p ≤ .01). Lastly, a multivariate multiple
regression analysis revealed a marginally significant model in which the different word types
were significantly affected by Group1: F(3,62) = 3.05 p ≤ .05, Agreeableness: F(3,62) = 2.71 p ≤
.05, and an interaction of Group1 and Conscientiousness: F(3,62) = 3.46 p ≤ .05. Results are
discussed in relation to bilingual cognitive processing models and applications for bilingual
counseling.
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INTRODUCTION

Language is an important component of the human life. It is one of the main ways in
which humans are able to communicate with one another, and it is through the usage of language
that we are able to express our thoughts, beliefs, concerns, and other aspects of the world that
surrounds us. Humans store, process and retrieve thousands and thousands of words only for the
purpose of communicating and surviving.
As time has passed, society has become more open to the idea of the acquisition of more
than one language because it understands how important it is for individuals to be able to
communicate with one another. This facilitates communication among different cultures in
which people are able to understand each other even if they come from distinct backgrounds. The
bilingual population is a very interesting one to study in terms of language processing as they
deal with two different languages. Being a bilingual myself I became interested in this area of
research, as I wanted to be able to understand more about how bilinguals process and deal with
both of their languages. Researchers have been studying this population for quite some time now,
and they have encountered interesting phenomena such as code switching (the interchangeable
use of languages) and how bilinguals process ambiguous words (e.g., homographs and cognates),
which will be discussed in more detail in a later section. In the meantime, homographs are words
such as TALLER (English: refers to height; Spanish: refers to a mechanic shop), and cognates are
words such as CHOCOLATE (English/Spanish: refers to a sweet).
Furthermore, it has not been until more recent years that researchers have also
incorporated language processing and emotions into the realm of bilingual language processing.
As a therapist, this subject deeply interested me as I found it of extreme relevance to
____________
This thesis follows the style of The American Journal of Psychology.
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psychotherapy and therapeutic work with bilingual clients. So first let me discuss how bilinguals
are defined, as well as go over some of the cognitive processes involved.
Bilinguals and Their Cognitive Processes
Communication between individuals is very important because only by communicating
with each other, we are able to discover new things and relate to each other. Communication
opens up social and economic doors that are needed for the development and survival of
communities. Because of this, the acquisition of more than one language has become necessary
in order for different communities to be able to interact with each other. Unfortunately, this new
movement towards the acquisition of more languages has created certain problems mainly
because of the diversity of the bilingual population.
The issue of how bilinguals are defined can be somewhat complicated. Different factors
need to be taken in consideration, such as the way in which individuals learn their second
language (L2). Therefore, in order to help organize bilingual differences, researchers categorize
bilinguals depending on the context in which they learned their L1 and L2 (Heredia, 2008).
These categories are known as compound and coordinate bilinguals. According to Heredia
(2008), when a bilingual learns both languages simultaneously the bilingual is classified as
compound; individuals learn both languages at home because both parents speak English and
Spanish. When a bilingual learns both languages at different places, then it is classified as
coordinate. For example, if the parents only speak Spanish, then the kids will be exposed to
English once they enter school (Heredia, 2008, pp. 49-50). The classification of bilinguals into
these two categories has helped researchers to be able to better understand bilinguals because the
way in which their L2 is obtained marks a difference in the bilingual and the approach this one
has to language.
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Language processing can be a rather complex but very interesting subject, and in the case
of bilingual language processing, it is even more fascinating because the individual deals with
two different languages at the same time. How is language organized? It is thought that human
language is stored in a mental lexicon or dictionary. The mental lexicon is a language storage
structure in which we store all of our vocabulary learned from a given language. It is the place in
our brains where we have the words and their respective meanings that we have learned from a
language throughout our lifetime. What happens when there are two languages as it is the case
for bilingual individuals? How do their languages get stored in memory?
The two main hypotheses with regards to bilingual language storage are the
interdependence (shared) memory hypothesis, which proposes the existence of one memory
storage device that is shared by both languages. For example, the mutual meaning of translations
of words in both languages such as dog/perro (English/Spanish) is what gets stored in memory.
The independence (separate) memory hypothesis on the other hand proposes the opposite.
According to the separate memory hypothesis, each one of the languages is organized in separate
storage structures in which the information from one is not immediately available to the other
(Heredia, 2008, p. 41). According to Heredia (2008), both hypotheses make general predictions.
The shared hypothesis predicts that both languages will behave in similar ways since both
languages share the same code, meaning that the information learned through one language is
transmitted to the other while the opposite pattern is true for the separate hypothesis (Heredia,
2008, pp. 41-42). Evidence on this topic is inconclusive as there is research supporting the views
of the shared memory hypothesis (See for example, López & Young, 1974; Glanze & Duarte,
1971; Caramazza & Brones, 1980), as well as the separate memory hypothesis (See Goggin &
Wickens, 1971; Scarborough, Gerard, & Cortese, 1984; Heredia & Altarriba, 2001).
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Now that we have covered how bilinguals can be defined, as well as how languages may
be stored in the bilingual brain, let us turn to how words can be retrieved from the bilingual’s
lexicon(s). In other words, the way in which we are able to get back the information that has
been stored in our memory (lexical activation) by specifically looking at some of the different
bilingual memory models.
Hierarchical Models
The following models (also known as hierarchical models) make the assumption that
bilinguals have a general conceptual level that is used by both languages, while also having a
lexical level that is exclusive to each language. The conceptual level is where general
information that is said to be language-free is stored, and the lexical level is meant to represent
the bilingual’s two languages as separate mental dictionaries possessing language-specific
information (Heredia, 2008, p. 53).
Figure 1 a-b below illustrates a) the word association model, which according to Heredia
(2008), and Heredia and Cieślicka (2014), proposes the interaction of a bilingual’s languages at
the lexical/word level through translation equivalents. Basically, this model suggests that the
words stored in the L2 lexicon are connected directly to the L1 lexicon. In order to access the
language-free general information level, labeled “concepts,” the L2 word needs to be translated
into the L1 (indicated by the solid directional line from L2 to L1). L1 has direct access to the
conceptual level as the bidirectional line indicates. So if a bilingual’s L1 is Spanish and their L2
is English, they would have to translate English words to Spanish in order to access the meaning
of concepts (Heredia 2008; Heredia & Cieślicka, 2014). On the other hand, as mentioned by
Heredia (2008) and Heredia and Cieślicka (2014), the b) conceptual mediation model proposes
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that both lexicons function separately from each other, and they both are able to access concepts
regardless of the language without having to translate.

a)

b)

Figure 1 a-b. a) The word association model and b) the conceptual mediation model (adapted
from Heredia, 2008, p. 53).

The revised hierarchical model (RHM) originated after evidence suggested that the word
association model illustrates the bilingual structure of a bilingual at an early stage in which every
L2 word is learned by associating it with its L1 translation. The concept mediation model
illustrates a bilingual structure that belongs to a more proficient bilingual in their L2. Therefore a
revised version that combined both of these models was created (Heredia, 2008; Heredia &
Cieślicka, 2014). Figure 2 below shows the revised model in which both lexicons are bidirectionally connected through lexical links. The lexical link from the L2 to the L1 is a solid line
in order to show that it is stronger than the link connecting from the L1 to the L2 (a dotted line).
This is meant to reflect the way in which the languages are learned (e.g., association of words
between languages), as well as to illustrate the ease of translation from the L2 to the L1 (solid
line) due to constant practice from the early learning stages, in which the opposite is true for the
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lexical link from the L1 to the L2 as it is weaker (see for example Heredia, 2008; Heredia &
Cieślicka, 2014; see also Cieślicka & Heredia, 2015).

Figure 2. The revised hierarchical model (adapted from Heredia, 2008, p. 55).

According to Heredia (2008), the de Groot’s distributed conceptual feature model (also
known as the distributed feature model [DFM]) unlike the previous models that have been
illustrated, suggests that perhaps bilingual memory is represented at the word level. This model
also makes the distinction between a lexical level symbolized by the open circles (L1 and L2)
and a conceptual level symbolized by the smaller solid and open circles shown in Figure 3 a-c
below. What is important about this particular model is that it expands on the possible word level
representation at the conceptual level for different word types. So the more similarities and
features the words between languages share, the more they have in common (Heredia, 2008). To
further explain this, Figure 3 a-c depicts this model by looking at three different word types.
The first word type shown are a) concrete words (words that are observable and palpable)
such as the Spanish word casa and its English equivalent house, in which features completely
overlap at the conceptual level. The same pattern is observed for c) cognates (words that are
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3 a-c. The distributed conceptual feature model (DFM) for a) concrete words, b) abstract
words, and c) cognates (adapted from Heredia, 2008, p. 55).

spelled the same and mean the same in two different languages) like in the case of HOSPITAL,
which is orthographically represented in the same way in Spanish and in English, and the
meaning in both languages refers to the same thing (i.e., an institution that provides medical
services). Lastly, the third word type are b) abstract words (words that are impalpable). In this
case the example shows the Spanish word amor and the English equivalent love with very little
feature overlap. To summarize, it appears that concrete and cognate words are rather similar
across languages, but abstract words seem to exhibit more language specific characteristics
(Heredia, 2008, p. 58). It should be interesting to note that in this particular example, love is used
as an abstract word, but it would now be considered an emotional word that is also classified as
positive due to recent research findings (See Altarriba & Bauer, 2004), which are explained in
more detail in the emotionality section of this thesis.
According to Basnight-Brown (2014), the DFM explains the differences in semantic
overlapping and representation in concrete and abstract words, but it could also be expanded into
explaining other word types such as emotional words (e.g., love) and items with multiple
translations, for example the English word watch and its Spanish translation of reloj (item
usually worn on the wrist) and mirar/observar (verb: to watch/observe, p. 91). It may also
explain homographic noncognates, also known as interlingual homographs; words that possess
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the same spelling but different meanings (Gianico & Altarriba, 2008, p. 83). For example, the
word TALLER is spelled the same in English and in Spanish, but the difference lies on the
meaning given to the word in each language. In Spanish, the word refers to a mechanic shop
while in English it refers to the height of something or someone. Heredia (2008) argues that the
significance of the DFM is that it provides an operationalization of the contents of the conceptual
level from abstract features into semantic (meaning) senses that are palpable and to some extent
easier to bring into experimental control (p. 59).
Let us now turn briefly into the issue of lexical activation seen among bilinguals. This
phenomenon is referred to as code switching. As a bilingual, I have caught myself engaging in
this behavior especially when I have difficulty retrieving the meaning of a particular word in a
certain language.
Code Switching
An interesting aspect of bilinguals is their tendency to shift between both of their
languages while speaking. This phenomenon is known as code switching. Code switching has
brought the attention of many researchers who seek to understand the reasons that might be
behind this particular phenomenon. Heredia and Altarriba (2001) discuss some possible theories
regarding code switching, in which they argue that one of the most frequent explanations as to
why bilinguals code switch, is to be able to compensate for their lack of language proficiency in
their both languages. So this might suggest that bilinguals code switch because they do not know
both languages completely. However, Heredia and Altarriba (2001) suggest that some factors
need to be taken in consideration such as the fact that this may be caused by a problem when
retrieving specific information in a language because the required word might not be used often
or cannot be retrieved at the particular instance. So in this case, retrieval of words may be
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affected by the frequency of such words (retrieval depends on how often those words are
used/heard). Another problem is that it is hard to define the concept of language proficiency
since language proficiency tests give preference to writing. This is problematic because some
bilinguals receive their education in a language and have social interactions using their other
language, so it is difficult to measure their proficiency (Heredia & Altarriba, 2001). Furthermore,
according to Gianico and Altarriba (2008), another factor to consider is that limited proficiency
is not able to explain the reason as to why code switching can be influenced by grammar.
Whenever bilinguals engage in code-switching the sentences follow the grammatical structure of
the language that was originally used. So even when the languages switch, the grammatical
structure of the sentence remains the same (Gianico & Altarriba, 2008, p. 86). As indicated by
Toribio (2004), code switching is not something done at random as it is structured by the
grammatical constraints of the languages (p. 137). To better illustrate this phenomenon, I usually
give an example of my first experience hearing someone code switch. I was about 12 years old
when I first came to Laredo for a family vacation trip. We were having breakfast at a local
Danny’s Restaurant when I heard a girl sitting on a table next to us saying: “Pasame la sugar
porfavor” (Translation: Pass me the sugar please). This sentence shifts from Spanish to English,
and notice how regardless of the switch the sentence is still grammatically correct as suggested
by the literature in that code switching follows formal grammatical rules (see for example
Heredia & Altarriba, 2001; Toribio 2004).
Another interesting aspect of code switching is with regards to if the mixing of languages
is time consuming, which is referred to as cost. Gollan and Ferreira (2009) conducted three
experiments (Experiments 1-2: college age Spanish-English bilinguals; Experiment 3:
cognitively healthy elderly Spanish-English bilinguals) to look at how voluntary switch costs
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could differ from cued switches. In all three experiments, participants had to name pictures 1)
only in their dominant language, 2) only in their nondominant language (the cued switch
conditions) and 3) by using whichever language they preferred (Exp. 2: using both languages
half of the time) as the voluntary switch condition. Their findings showed that balanced
bilinguals voluntarily switched languages even if it was costly, but at the same time they noticed
that the voluntary switching made it easier to name the pictures. Dominance and age had no
effect, but they suggest that by being able to freely switch between languages bilinguals can
bypass some of the costs dealing with language switching (as opposed to being told to switch
languages). Somewhat consistent with their findings regarding the facilitation of language switch
in the voluntary switch condition, is the notion of the improvement of bilingual abilities by
practicing with the less proficient language (in which decline of the language may be possible if
it is not rehearsed; Toribio, 2004).
Furthermore, Heredia and Altarriba (2001) also argue that bilinguals might also use code
switching in order to be able to communicate and express themselves better because there are
some occasions in which a word in one language may better convey what is intended. Such as
the Spanish word cariño, which has a meaning similar to “liking,” but many Spanish-English
bilinguals believe that there is not an exact equivalent in the English language. Using cariño
instead, provides a more meaningful and deeper understanding (Heredia & Altarriba, 2001).
Indeed, this last example starts to deal with the expression of emotions through language and
how it can be influenced by the bilingual’s proficiency. The field of emotion and cognition has
been growing quite recently, and it has begun to spread into bilingualism in order to better
understand bilingual individuals. This has become my area of interest as it looks at the
processing of emotion in bilinguals, which is something I find useful as a psychotherapist in
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terms of therapeutic work and the relationship with the client as I have dealt mostly with a
bilingual population. Therefore, we now turn to the issue of emotionality processing and
bilingualism.

12
EMOTIONALITY

Solomon (2003) argues that the notion of emotion is somewhat slippery because the term
is used in different ways. For example, Davidson, Scherer, and Goldsmith (2003) actually
differentiate between emotions, feelings and moods. They define emotion as a rather brief
instance in which the brain, autonomic and behavioral changes are coordinated in order to enable
a response to an external/internal event while they define feelings as more of a personal
experience of emotions. In other words, their definition for emotions seems to be something that
is perceived based on observable factors (e.g., trembling hands) while feelings seem to be more
of a way in which people perceive their emotions. Lastly, moods are defined as scattered
affective states lower in intensity than emotions but that are able to last for a considerable
amount of time. Davidson et al. (2003) explain this last concept by arguing that receiving good
news could put a person in a good mood for the rest of the day, but it will not compare to that
intense emotion of happiness at the beginning because that is very short-lived. What is also
interesting about emotion, besides the differences in how it may be defined, is that it has three
unique characteristics that are considered from a psychological perspective when comparing
them to how we process thoughts. (a) The first one is how emotions manifest, so we are able to
experience emotions as mental events, and they are accompanied by a physiological experience.
For example, feeling anxious could make us overthink the situation and the consequences while
we may experience sweaty palms or heart palpitations. (b) The second one is that it is quite
difficult to control emotions. In other words, it may be easier for us to be able to change our way
of thinking before changing how we feel. For instance, when we engage in an argument and we
feel upset and hurt, but we know that the rationale behind the argument is rather foolish. (c) The
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third, and final characteristic is that emotions come across as less contained than thoughts. We
cannot read or see someone’s thoughts, but we are able to see how people feel. Another example
is that when we are in a good mood our worlds seem brighter (Friedenberg & Silverman, 2012).
Several investigations have been done with regards to basic emotions starting with
Charles Darwin, who was the first scientist to suggest the existence of basic emotions in humans
as well as in animals (Friedenberg & Silverman, 2012, p. 300). According to Friedenberg and
Silverman (2012), there is evidence that supports this view on basic human emotions (Ekman &
Friesen, 1971; Ekman, 1989) in which photos of Caucasian facial expressions (e.g., happy, sad,
fearful, angry, surprised, and disgusted) were shown to members of a New Guinea tribe that had
little exposure to Western faces (p. 300). The participants were able to label each expression
correctly, which suggested that the expressions used corresponded to a set of fundamental
emotions. However, there is still not a complete agreement on these expressions (Friedenberg &
Silverman, 2012).
Structure of Emotion
According to Ric, Alexopoulos, Muller, and Aubé (2013), the structure of emotion poses
two distinct perspectives, the categorical and dimensional views. The categorical view looks at
basic emotions (e.g., anger, disgust, fear, happiness and sadness) in terms of unique small sets
of emotional processing that cannot be reduced. The dimensional view stipulates that emotions
cannot be differentiated only based on the nature of the emotion but rather in particular
dimensions in which they differ (Ric et al., p. 415). This dimensional view has its origins in
Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum's (1957) seminal work in which after conducting analyses on
several verbal judgments, results revealed that the variance in the emotional assessments was
indeed accounted by the three different dimensions. The two primary dimensions are (1) valence,
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which ranges from unpleasant to pleasant, and (2) arousal, which ranges from calm to excited.
With the third and less strongly related dimension being (3) dominance or control, which ranges
from in control to controlled (Bradley & Lang, 1999). Bradley and Lang (1999) argue that the
dimensional view of emotions has been supported by a large group of theorists throughout the
years such as Wundt (1896), Mehrabian and Russell (1974) and Tellegen (1985), as well as
researchers interested in the influence of emotions and language processing
Emotions and Language
Language can be thought of as the vehicle through which we are able to express our
perceptions, beliefs and thoughts, but if we were to take a moment to consider how we use
language on a daily basis, more than likely we would find that a huge portion of our daily
conversations involve emotional language (Altarriba, 2014, p. 185). More recently, the scientific
community has developed a deeper interest when it comes to the interaction between emotions
and language. More specifically, they have looked at how language processing can be affected or
influenced by emotions. The awareness of the importance of language and emotions has
increased through research findings such as the contribution made by Goleman (1995) about
emotional intelligence and how relevant it is for us to be able to understand emotional
vocabulary as this contributes to our mental and physical well being (Altarriba, 2014, p. 185).
According to Altarriba (2014), more often than not, when we engage in conversations
with other people we are likely to comment on our emotional states throughout the day. From a
simple daily greeting such as: “How are you doing today?” and hearing a common response like:
“Doing great!” Regardless of the language we speak, whether it be Spanish, English or other
language we are often expressing how we feel. Although, we could also be describing our
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physical state when expressing ourselves, we may oftentimes be mostly describing an emotional
state (Altarriba, 2014, p. 185).
Research on emotion has focused more on the influence of emotions and the processing
of language. In this case researchers are interested in understanding the role that emotions play in
language processing, and different types of experiments have been conducted on this matter.
Some studies have focused on examining several word types such as concrete words (see
previous discussion above on de Groot’s DFM), which can be defined as words of tangible and
visual concepts (e.g., chair) and abstract words, which can be defined as words of intangible
concepts (e.g., justice). Emotional words, on the other hand, are words that have contextual
concepts and deal with feelings (e.g., fear) but also have a physiological component. Emotional
words unlike the other two word types can be divided into emotion vs. emotion-laden words, in
which emotion-laden words do not exactly refer to a particular emotion directly but rather words
that may elicit an emotional response (e.g., jerk). Emotion-laden words can be further divided
into other subcategories such as taboo words (e.g., shit), endearments (e.g., darling),
interjections (e.g., ouch), insults (e.g., idiot), reprimands (e.g., behave), and aversive words (e.g.,
death; Pavlenko, 2008, p. 148). Harris (2004) conducted an experiment by using taboo words,
sexual terms, and childhood reprimands in which Spanish-English bilinguals (Early learners vs.
Late learners; determined by an informal language history interview) had to hear the different
word types. Their response to the stimuli was measured through their skin’s electrical
conductivity measured in what is termed a skin conductance response (SCR). The results showed
a higher skin conductance for taboo words in both of the bilingual’s languages, but not for
endearments. Additionally, there was a different pattern of response for childhood reprimands
between the two bilingual groups. Late learners showed a SCR for Spanish reprimands unlike the
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early bilinguals. Therefore providing some evidence for the L1 being the emotionally charged
language (More information will be discussed in the Counseling and Language section of this
thesis). What is important to note from Harris’ (2004) findings is that they suggest a higher
intensity in L1 words but only when the L2 was acquired later in life, specifically when
bilinguals are not as proficient (Ferré, García, Fraga, Sánchez-Casas, & Molero, 2010, p. 762).
Ferré et al., (2010) noticed that these previous findings perhaps could depend on a
number of factors. Therefore, in a series of studies they tried to test some of those different
variables (dominance, age of acquisition of L2) between languages based on the performance of
bilinguals in a memory task. Experiment 1 looked at word recall of Spanish emotional words and
their Catalan translations. Experiment 2 investigated memory for Spanish-Catalan emotional and
neutral words with proficient Spanish and Catalan bilinguals who differed in their dominant
language. Lastly, Experiment 3 tested the same stimuli with a Spanish-English bilingual
population. Results showed better recall for emotional words than neutral words (Exp. 1); L1 and
L2 emotional intensity seemed to be equal for the proficient bilinguals (Exp. 2-3). They
concluded, that at least when using memory tasks, neither L2 age of acquisition, or similarity
between the L1 and L2 seem to have an effect on the emotionality of L2 words.
These different word types (e.g., concrete, abstract, and emotional) have been studied in
terms of how they are represented and retrieved from the mental lexicon (see for example
Heredia & Cieślicka, 2014). What the literature mentions is that they do differ in the way in
which they are encoded and retrieved from memory as argued by Paivio’s Dual Coding Theory
(DCT), which states that in the case of concrete words, they have the advantage of having two
representational systems (i.e., a verbal and a visual) facilitating the encoding and retrieval of
these words compared to abstract words (Altarriba, 2014, p.187). For example, if we were to ask
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a group of people to draw an object such as a chair, it is likely that the drawings of each
individual in the group would be very similar. The designs of chairs may be different, but the
features would be the same. The opposite would be true if we asked the group to draw their
representation of justice. In this case each drawing would be based upon the individual’s
interpretation of that word (e.g., court house, Captain America). This is what Paivio referred to
as the concreteness effect, suggesting that concrete words have a verbal and visual component to
them, unlike abstract words, that make them more memorable and easy to retrieve. The same
concept applies for the bilingual brain as Paivio also looks at this in his bilingual dual-coding
theory in which he adds a second verbal system (lexicon; see Figure 4 below).
According to Heredia (2008) the bilingual dual-coding theory shown below is a simpler
version of the original, and this particular model presumes each language has a verbal system
(L1 Verbal System- V1; L2 Verbal System- V2), which specializes particularly in speech and
language production. Both verbal systems are separate and function independently of each other
but are connected through the V1-V2 connections.
In addition, the model also has an image system, which specializes in the processing of
visual information involving nonverbal information in order to generate images of such events.
The image system can function on its own, but it is also connected to both verbal systems by the
V1-I and V2-I connections. Due to this, the verbal and image systems impact one another. For
example, the concrete word chair could trigger a referent/picture of a chair. Hence as to why
concrete words can be retrieved much easier from the lexicon as they have the advantage of two
systems (verbal and image systems) unlike abstract words as mentioned earlier.
Furthermore, this particular model is able to explain the concreteness effects (Heredia,
2008, p. 52). Explanations for the concreteness effects according to Schwanenflugel, Akin, and
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Luh (1992) include the context availability hypothesis, which refers to the ease in which a
context or a situation on how the word was presented can be recalled (e.g., easier to think of a
context for “bed” and less easy to think of a context for “freedom”) and imageability, the length
to which a particular image is elicited by a referent or picture.

Figure 4. The bilingual dual-coding theory (adapted from Heredia, 2008, p. 51).

Paivio (2014) argues that the shared/separate hypothesis, which refers to how images are
stored in the visual system of the bilingual, depends on the way they learn their L2 (similar with
the concept of compound and coordinate bilinguals). If they learn their languages in the same
context, then the images will more than likely be shared between the languages. The opposite
would be learning the L2 at different times, resulting in different images in the L1 and L2
(Paivio, 2014, p. 46). This hypothesis extends to how bilinguals represent emotion, in which the
DCT’s view is that emotional responses are learned mainly through positive and negative
contexts possessing nonverbal objects that become conditioned into nonverbal images (termed
imageless on Figure 4; Paivio, 2014, p. 53).
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Research by Altarriba and Bauer (2004) focused on the distinction and comparison
between concrete, abstract, and emotional words in terms of retrieval in one of their experiments,
by conducting a free recall task with English monolingual speakers. Previous research would
include emotional words under abstract words, so they wanted to investigate if emotional words
would behave as abstract words. They created lists for each word type in which words that had a
meaning that referred to a material object were classified as concrete. Based on the dimensional
view of emotion, words that had affective meanings and had pleasantness, unpleasantness, and
arousal components were classified as emotional words. The words that were not classified as
concrete or emotional were classified as abstract. Participants first studied a list of words that
included those three word types, and then they were asked to remember as many words as they
could. Their findings suggested that concrete words were recalled better than abstract words, but
emotional words were recalled better than concrete and abstract words as indicated by the results
of the free recall task (participants are presented with the stimuli for a brief period of time, and
then they are asked to remember as many words as possible). Additionally, they conducted two
more studies in which they asked participants to rate the three different word types in terms of
their concreteness, imageability, and context availability. The scales ranged from 1 = highly
abstract, difficult to picture, and difficult to think of a context to 7 = highly concrete, easy to
picture, and easy to think of a context. Results showed that emotional words had higher
imageability and context availability than abstract words, but less concreteness. These findings
were important as they suggested it is easier to think of contexts for emotional words and being
able to imagine them, unlike abstract words. The third and last experiment looked at priming
effects by using a lexical decision task on associated word pairs (homogenous: abstract-abstract,
emotion-emotion; heterogeneous: abstract-emotion, emotion-abstract). Participants had to select
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if the words presented after the prime word (meant to elicit a faster response of related words)
were a word (e.g., happy) or a nonword (e.g., kiop). Results only showed priming effects for the
homogenous pairs and the abstract-emotion condition, suggesting that emotion and abstract
words differ in processing. Altarriba and Bauer’s (2004) research brought to light the difference
in processing between concrete, abstract and emotional words, but the research that has looked
only at emotional words and the difference in processing within this category has been somewhat
inconsistent. Some of the literature supports what is termed the negativity bias, or the belief that
negative events may have stronger consequences than more pleasant events (see Baumeister,
Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Rozin & Royzman, 2001). Consistent with this notion is
the phenomenon known as automatic vigilance in which emotional cues from the environment
can influence how information gets processed, more specifically when dealing with threatening
information a disruption of ongoing cognitive activities occurs (APA, 2004). Basically whenever
we are presented with a threat, we are more likely to perceive things as threatening, and we focus
all of our cognitive resources on what may be perceived as “dangerous” in order to survive. For
example research by Hinojosa, Méndez-Bértolo, and Pozo (2010) investigated whether attention
to emotional content during word processing could be task sensitive (meaning that processing
can be influenced depending on the task that is used). They wanted to further look into
processing requirements that could be imperative in order to direct attention to emotional stimuli
during early and late stages of word processing depending on the tasks used. They conducted two
studies with positive (e.g., love), neutral (e.g., door), and negative (e.g., fear) stimuli using Event
Related Potentials (ERPs), which measure the activity of the brain during a cognitive task and
behavioral data (measured in reaction time [RT]). The first study was a perceptual
discrimination task in which the participants had to identify the emotional words among a stream
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of non-recognizable stimuli. Basically participants had to discriminate between words and
backgrounds (made from cutting words in different positions that were combined randomly) by
pressing a button once they spotted a word as fast as they could. The second study was a LexicoSemantic task that included pseudo-words (made up words such as rucal) and emotional words
from which the participants needed to select the emotional stimuli. The same was true for the
second study with the only difference of having to select the words from the pseudo-words. They
only found effects on the second task. They specifically found that positive stimuli were
processed faster than both negative and neutral stimuli as revealed by the RTs (i.e., how long it
took them to process the words). In relation to the ERPs findings, the late positivity (provided by
the Late Positive Component, which is sensitive to emotional stimuli) for positive and negative
words was larger than for the neutral words. Their conclusion was that during word processing, a
certain degree of linguistic processing is required in order to direct attention to the emotional
content that is being processed. In this case, negative words take longer to process than neutral
and positive words.
However, other research has found opposite findings in which there seems to be a faster
processing of emotional words (negative and positive) compared to neutral words. For example,
Kousta, Vinson, and Vigliocco (2009) conducted a study in which they looked at positive,
neutral, and negative words by using a Lexical Decision Task. For this particular task,
participants were asked to select the words (e.g., crime; by pressing a green key), from the
nonwords (by pressing a red key), as soon as possible. They created three lists with 40 words
each per word type (positive, negative, and neutral), and matched them on several lexical (e.g.,
frequency, number of letters) and sublexical (e.g., number of morphemes) characteristics.
Positive and negative words were also matched on arousal, with neutral words being less
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arousing. The same procedure was followed in order to create the nonwords. They chose 40
additional words per category and changed a letter at random. Their results revealed faster
processing for both negative and positive stimuli (See alsoVinson, Ponari & Vigliocco, 2014).
Other studies have focused on the bilingual population and the emotional processing
aspect of the languages. Research on this area has suggested that a bilingual’s L1 is the one that
is more emotional while the L2 has been characterized as the more distant language. Sutton,
Altarriba, Gianico, and Basnight-Brown (2007) examined interference effects of emotional
words presented to high-proficiency Spanish-English Bilinguals using the Emotional Stroop
Effect. The emotional stroop task is an adaptation based of the original automatic processing task
called the stroop effect, modified to look at emotional stimuli. In this task participants are shown
emotion words (e.g., happy, sad, anxious) and neutral words (e.g., chair, door, boat) instead of
color congruent words (e.g., the word blue shown in blue) and color incongruent words (e.g., the
word blue shown in red) as in the original stroop task. The purpose of the task was for the
participants to respond to the color of the stimuli by either saying the color the word was in, or
by doing it manually (Sutton et al., 2007, p. 1077). The population in which they focused was
only on bilinguals who were dominant in both of their languages and had learned them before the
age of seven (determined by their scores on a Language History Questionnaire), who were not
experiencing depressive symptoms (as determined by their scores of the Beck Depression
Inventory II). Specifically, the results showed that there was an equal amount of interference in
both languages by the highly proficient bilinguals, which supported the notion of automatic
activation of the emotional components of words appearing in more than one language. In other
words, in the case of highly proficient bilinguals it seemed that the emotional content of the
words were expressed in both of their languages as opposed to the idea that their L1 was the
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more emotionally charged language. This pattern of results in which both of the bilingual’s
languages demonstrate the same emotional response regardless of the age in which the L2 was
learned, as well as the bilingual’s proficiency levels, has been seen in the literature (Ayçiçeği &
Harris, 2004; Caldwell-Harris, 2015; Ferré, et al. 2010; Harris, 2004).
Following the topic of emotions and language, I would now like to turn to the field of
counseling psychology to discuss the usage of language and the expression of emotions in
therapy with bilinguals as I personally have seen how beneficial it can be.
Counseling and Language
Santiago-Rivera and Altarriba (2002) argue that even when there is limited knowledge
regarding the encoding and storage of emotional words in the bilingual’s memory, and the lack
of theoretical explanations, researchers have been able to identify differential patterns as to how
the usage of language can have therapeutical effects on a bilingual client. An example could be
when dealing with emotional and even traumatic events in which speaking about them in their
L1 makes them experience the negative emotions (e.g., anxiety). In this case, the therapist may
help the client work through those unpleasant feelings (see for example Heredia & Cieślicka,
2014). To illustrate, Gonzalez-Reigosa (1976), demonstrated that when taboo words are
presented in the bilingual’s L1 they tend to elicit more anxiety in people than taboo words shown
in an L2. Furthermore, Bond and Lai (1986) conducted a study with female Chinese
undergraduate students in which they were asked to interview each other in Cantonese and
English on two embarrassing (sexual attitudes, embarrassing experience) and two neutral topics.
Their results showed that the interviews regarding the embarrassing topics lasted longer in
English than in the student’s first language (Cantonese). Therefore, they proposed that discussing
embarrassing things in the bilingual’s L2 was easier to do instead of in the L1. According to
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Santiago-Rivera and Altarriba (2002), from a theoretical perspective it has been proposed that
when bilinguals learn emotional words in their L1, storage occurs at a deeper representational
level rather than the emotional words learned in their L2 (p. 33). This is due to experiencing
emotional words in the L1 in several different contexts, and all of those contexts help to create
several traces in memory for those particular words while strengthening their semantic
representation. The opposite pattern is seen with emotional words that are encoded in the L2, as
they are not profoundly coded, because they are practiced less so they are applied in less
circumstances (Santiago-Rivera & Altarriba, 2002, p. 33). Altarriba (2001) argues that when
bilinguals see an emotional word in their L2, it is likely to not activate as many associations
compared to the emotional word in their L1. Activation is likely to be similar for concrete words
regardless of the language the word is in. For example the word chair can have the purpose of
being used to sit, so it is more likely to think of the chair as an item used for sitting, instead of
focusing on the language it is presented in (e.g., silla/chair; Spanish/English). Therefore, it is
more likely this word will be considered in terms of its sitting function regardless of the
language. According to Altarriba & Santiago-Rivera (1994), it seems that bilinguals represent
emotional words in a different manner when it comes to both of their languages and tend to
associate them with a wider range of emotion in their L1. Consistent with this notion would be
the interchangeable use of the bilingual’s languages in therapy in order to either discuss or avoid
emotionally charged experiences (see for example, code switching section above).
Pitta, Marcos, and Alpert (1978) conducted a study in which they reported how a
bilingual client made use of her languages during psychological treatment; a combined
psychodynamic and behavioral approach to help her enhance her coping procedures and
behavioral skills (p. 255). The client was a 28 year old Spanish speaking female who was
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admitted for treatment of depression in which the client had already presented suicidal thoughts,
severe anxiety, as well as agoraphobia (anxiety disorder in which places and situations tend to be
avoided to prevent experiencing sudden and extreme feelings of anxiety). The client spoke
English at the conversational level and the therapist was an English speaker with conversational
knowledge in Spanish (Pitta et al., 1978, pp. 255-256). The first two months of therapy were
done in Spanish so the client could feel free to explore her presenting problems, but after the
seventh session the therapist began to code switch during moments of high emotional content. In
doing so it made it easier for the client to express those emotionally charged issues (Pitta et al.,
1978). For example, the time she disclosed her fear of going out, and the resentment she had
towards her father because he would tell her to not go out and stay home with him. He would say
she was too sick, and while talking about that she began to become emotional and looked near
tears. The therapist switched to English and maintained the focus of the conversation on her
anger and her fear of getting sick if she went out, and the client was able to continue the
therapeutic work with a more modulated emotional tone (Pitta et al., 1978, p. 256). Pitta et al.
(1978) argued that some bilingual clients may be able to express a highly emotionally charged
event deemed threatening for the client in their L1 by talking about it in their L2, as in the case
of the client mentioned above (p. 255). This is also discussed by Marcos and Urcuyo (1979), as
they argued that bilingual clients may be able to better explain and express their affect in their
less dominant language, instead of their dominant language because of the high emotional
content that can be experienced from the L1 (p. 333). Heredia and Altarriba (2001), argue that
the bilingual’s dominant language is the language that is most active. Meaning that regardless of
the language that was acquired first, the dominant language is the one that is practiced and used
most frequently. So there may be cases in which a bilingual’s L1 becomes less dominant as it is
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used less. For example, in my case my Spanish is my L1, and English is my L2. I have lived in
the United States for almost 12 years; and the material I have learned as well as the majority of
my interactions are in English, so I am now less proficient in Spanish due to the fact that my
Spanish interactions are limited.
The opposite pattern has also been seen in that when a bilingual client makes use of their
L2, this may strengthen their intellectual defenses, and the emotional connections to their L1 get
blocked (Pitta et al., 1978, p. 255). Marcos and Urcuyo (1979) explain that in these instances the
client is able to talk about the emotionally charged experience without actually feeling the
emotion conveyed by such experience. So another possibility is also that the bilingual could use
their less dominant language to not feel that emotional connection to the traumatic experience,
and completely avoid experiencing the negative emotion which could prevent the client from
being able to overcome the issue in a healthy manner. This is something I was able to experience
as a therapist during my counseling training with a 21-year-old Spanish-English bilingual female
client, who had come to therapy for anger management. She had mentioned wanting to better
cope with her feelings of anger caused by her mother, whenever she would remind her of
previous faults when she made a mistake. At the beginning of the sessions the client would
express herself in English (the L2) when she described how frustrating and upsetting it was for
her to go through those arguments with her mom. She would then switch to Spanish to provide
examples of what her mother would say to her making her relive those negative feelings. So to
avoid those feelings she would quickly switch to English to dismiss the emotional tension that
had built up. As the sessions progressed and our client-therapist relationship developed further, I
was able to guide the client so she could stop herself from avoiding the emotional content and
help her process and better cope with the situation by making use of her both languages. As
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indicated by Pitta et al. (1978), language choice by the therapist can be used strategically as a
therapeutic technique to help the client experience the emotionally charged event, and being able
to not feel overwhelmed by the experience. The therapist can do this if they and the client
possess the same proficiency, and even in the case that they may differ in their proficiency
levels; as long as the therapist displays empathy and genuineness to help the client work through
the unpleasant experience, by focusing on their working alliance (client-therapist relationship).
During a session, therapists have to be very observant of the client’s conduct, including
their nonverbal (e.g., gestures) and verbal behaviors while carrying a conversation and listening
to their concerns. By making these observations we are able to start conceptualizing the case and
begin to think what would be the most beneficial approach in order to fulfill the client’s needs. In
the end, regardless of the setting (therapy session), the work done is through the relationship
formed with the client, and as time passes we are able to understand their point of view and
begin to acquire a better sense of who they are as a person; we get a better grasp of their
personality. Following is a brief section on the topic of personality and bilingualism.
Personality and Language
According to McAdams (2009), personality traits refer to general and internal
dispositions that allow us to use them to compare individuals and understand the way in which
they behave and interact (p. 5). These traits and the level in which people vary on them
essentially make individuals unique and relatable to one another. Extensive research has been
conducted throughout the years with regards to how many of these particular traits there are and
after being able to narrow down the list, personality psychologists now agree that the different
traits can be categorized into five groups. They are referred to as The Big Five and they are:
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1. Openness to Experience (O): People who score high in O tend to be very imaginative,
creative, they like to be original, and are curious in nature. People with low O scores are
more conventional and down to earth.
2. Conscientiousness (C): People who score high in C tend to be conscientious, reliable,
careful and well organized. People with low C scores are negligent and disorganized.
3. Extraversion (E): People who score high in E (extraverts) tend to be very social,
spontaneous and affectionate individuals. People with low E (introverts) scores are
reserved and inhibited.
4. Agreeableness (A): People who score high in A tend to be good-natured, courteous,
sympathetic and agreeable. People with low A scores are irritable and disagreeable.
5. Neuroticism (N): People with high N scores tend to be nervous, vulnerable, self-pitying
and are prone to worry. People with low N scores are calm and relaxed (McAdams, 2009,
p. 7).
Some studies have looked at contextual language effects and personality traits such as
Chen and Bond (2010), in which they conducted a series of interviews with Chinese-English
bilinguals in order to test the cultural accommodation hypothesis. Specifically, this view
suggests that in order to adjust to the current cultural group the person may be interacting with,
there is a change in their personality characteristics to adapt with that particular cultural group. In
their study they found that Chinese-English bilinguals had been perceived as more open, and
highly extraverted when they spoke English while talking to the Chinese interviewer (see
discussion above). The same pattern was observed when the bilinguals were interviewed by the
English speaking interviewer (Caucasian), and they were actually perceived to be much more
open and extroverted. Their results suggested that the English language along with the English-
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Caucasian interviewer took on the role of primes that activated personality traits commonly
associated with individualistic cultures (e.g., United States and European countries; value
independence). Consistent with this notion is the research by Ramírez-Esparza, Gosling, BenetMartínez, Potter, and Pennebaker (2006) in which they investigated the phenomenon termed
cultural frame switching (CFS). CFS is the term used to describe when bilinguals exhibit
contrasting values and attitudes when answering questionnaires in different languages (similar to
the cultural accommodation hypothesis). Their question of interest was if Spanish-English
bilinguals would exhibit differences in personality when using their languages, and if they would
be consistent with cross-cultural differences in personality. In order to test that they conducted 4
experiments to be able to create predictions of cultural differences. Experiment 1 used an online
version of the Big Five Inventory (BFI), a personality inventory that was administered via the
internet to U.S (English speaking) and Mexican (Spanish speaking) participants. Their results
showed that bilinguals had higher scores for the domains of extraversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness and openness with lower neuroticism scores when responding in English.
Experiments 2-4 tested CFS in three different bilingual samples. Experiment 2 had Austin, Texas
bilinguals that took the paper version of the BFI at a laboratory in two distinct occasions
(Spanish and English). Experiment 3 had Mexican and U.S bilinguals that took the BFI in two
separate occasions over the phone. Lastly, Experiment 4 had bilinguals from San Francisco, CA
who had to translate some test paragraphs and answer the BFI. Their findings suggested CFS for
the personality domains of extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness were higher for
English than Spanish. Using Ramírez-Esparza (2006) as a reference, current work at our
laboratory by Terrazas-Carillo and English are looking at the issue of CFS in Spanish-English
bilinguals from Laredo, TX (border town with Mexico) by looking at the five domains of
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personality. Again, the paper version of the BFI was used. Participants were college age students
from Texas A&M International University (TAMIU), and they were asked to complete both
versions of the personality inventory (Spanish and English). So far they have found differences
between the two language versions of the instrument, suggesting CFS (in preparation).
Other studies have looked at personality traits and how they relate with people’s
preferences of visual and verbal information. For example, Sojka and Giese (2001), investigated
preferences for verbal and visual information based on the individuals personality processing
style. Participants were given 3 measurements 1) Need for Cognition and 2) Need for Affect
scale, 3) The Style Processing Scale (verbal/visual). Their results showed that individuals who
scored higher on the need for cognition preferred to process verbal information, while for people
scoring high in the need for affect scale, actually preferred to process visual information. Ric et
al. (2013) recently provided an emotional database for 524 French personality traits by taking a
categorical approach to emotion in which 328 people participated by completing the 524
personality word questionnaire in which they had to rate each word in terms of valence,
consequences for the possessor of the trait, consequences for people interacting with the trait
holder, and to what extent would you avoid/approach the person with the trait on a 7-point likert
scale. They hope for their work to be of use to other researchers interested in emotion,
personality and cognition. As far as the possible influence of the five different personality
domains on bilingual emotional processing, no articles were found. Therefore, incorporating
personality into the investigation of bilingual emotional processing was deemed relevant and
important in order to expand the literature.
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PRESENT STUDY

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the extent to which personality
influences word processing in Spanish/English bilinguals. I specifically looked at emotional
words (negative, neutral, and positive), as well as explored language processing and affect
differences between clinical vs. nonclinical populations. Previous research dealing with language
processing has focused mainly on nonclinical or “normal” populations (Kazanas & Altarriba,
2015; Sutton et al., 2007), and they have overlooked the clinical (determined by their BDI-II and
only the “State” portion of the STAI) population. Therefore, an expansion on the inclusion
criteria of these studies was proposed in order to include a clinical population by using their
BDI-II scores and the “State” portion of the STAI (referred to as Group1) and by also using their
BDI-II scores and both portions of the STAI (State and Trait; referred to as Group2) in order to
compare their emotional processing vs. nonclinical groups of bilinguals.
Looking at language processing, especially of emotional stimuli in these clinical vs.
nonclinical groups could help us better understand how emotional states may influence the way
in which language is processed and retrieved from the mental lexicon. Which in turn can prove
useful for the field of counseling psychology when dealing with bilingual clients. The present
study was conducted in two parts. The first study focused on gathering the emotional stimuli and
comparing it to already existing norming studies to create the first Spanish-English bilingual
norming of emotional stimuli. This first study was important since the emotional norming data
adapted to Spanish from the ANEW database (Bradley & Lang, 1999) by Redondo, Fraga,
Padrón, and Comesaña (2007) was created with a Spanish European population. Therefore, we
needed to adapt the norming to our population of interest (Spanish-English bilinguals) out of
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concern that some words could be confusing for our bilinguals. The second part used the
emotional stimuli from the first study and incorporated different inventories measuring
personality (NEO-FFI3), depression (BDI-II), and anxiety (STAI) in order to look at the
influence of personality and the clinical/non-clinical range in emotional language processing.
The present study attempts to answer the following questions:
1. Does personality influence word processing in Spanish/English bilinguals, specifically
looking at emotional words (e.g., negative, neutral, positive)?
2. How does falling under a clinical vs. nonclinical range affect/influence emotional word
processing?
Based on the previous literature, we tested the following hypotheses:
1. Our bilingual language processing results should replicate the findings shown that
negative words should be responded slower than positive and neutral words. (APA,
2004).
2. The clinical groups should respond faster to the negative stimuli compared to the
nonclinical groups, given that they are already experiencing higher levels of unpleasant
emotions (feelings of sadness and anxiety) as indicated by their higher scores on the BDIII and STAI.
3. Emotional word processing patterns between the clinical and nonclinical groups should
replicate regardless of if only the State portion of the STAI is used (Group1), or if both
portions (State and Trait) are included (Group2).
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STUDY 1: NORMING STUDY

Methods
Participants.
Twenty-eight Spanish/English bilingual undergraduate psychology students (8 males, 20
females) from Texas A&M International University (TAMIU) participated in the study in
exchange of extra credit (See Table 1 below for language ability). er

Table 1. Self-Ratings (1 = Not Fluent, 7 = Very Fluent) on Language Questionnaire
English-Spanish
Spanish-English
Age
22.5 (2.48)
22.72 (4.16)
Mean Self-Ratings
English
Speaking
6.25 (1.00)
Reading
6.35 (0.86)
Understanding
6.57 (0.57)
Writing
6.42 (0.74)
Note. Values in parenthesis represent SDs (N = 28)

Spanish
5.92 (1.35)
5.67 (1.36)
6.25 (1.04)
5.25 (1.66)

Materials.
The stimuli were gathered from the Spanish adaptation of the Affective Norms for
English Words (ANEW) database created by Redondo et al. (2007). For this first study, three
different word types were used: (1) positive (e.g., happy), (2) neutral (e.g., window), and (3)
negative (e.g., pain). Three different lists for each word type were created along with their
English translations gathered from the ANEW database by Bradley and Lang (1999). In order to
create each one of the lists the following words were excluded from the word sample:
interlingual cognates (words across languages with similar or equal orthographic and semantic
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representations) such as HOSPITAL-HOSPITAL and OBSESIÓN-OBSESSION, homographs
(words with competing semantic and overlapping orthographic representations) like GRAVE
relating to burial in English and severe in Spanish; and homophones (words that overlap
phonetically) for example débil /'de βil/ and devil /'devəl/. This was necessary in order to ensure
that the word types on the word sample were only emotional words (negative, neutral, and
positive), since the purpose of the study was to create a bilingual norming for emotional word
types only. The remaining words were divided into the three word type categories in which we
first attempted to follow and adapt the criteria from Conrad, Recio, and Jacobs (2011), but their
scales ranged from a -3 to a +3. We later decided to follow Bradley and Lang’s (1999) criteria by
following their 1-9 scale. Negative words ranged from a 1 to 3. Positive words ranged from 7 to
9, and neutral words ranged from 4 to 6. After the categorization of the stimuli, the words were
analyzed in terms of arousal (ranging from 1-9) with positive an negative stimuli having arousal
scores of 5+, and for the neutral words the arousal scores were of 3.9-4.9. There were a total of
43 words each for the positive and negative word lists and 42 for the neutral word list for a total
of 128 words for each language condition (See Appendix A). The frequencies for each word lists
(Spanish vs. English) were analyzed, and the means (M) were calculated for each (Positive:
Spanish M = 62.15, SD = 67.94 English M = 158.50 SD = 187.41, Neutral: Spanish M = 49.03
SD = 66.94 English M = 78.30 SD = 123.18, Negative: Spanish M = 40.31 SD = 57.67 English M
= 66.88 SD = 81.69). Independent t-tests (p > .05, for all conditions) were computed to ensure
there were no word differences within languages (e.g., Spanish: Negative, Neutral, Positive) and
between languages (e.g., Spanish vs. English: Negative, Neutral, Positive). Two translations had
to be changed due to the low frequency of the words used in the original database with the
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population of interest (Mexican Americans). They were: kerchief changed to handkerchief and
scalding changed to boil.
Two norming surveys were created with the selected stimuli in Spanish and English by
randomizing the 128 words for each survey and adding the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scale
pictures (Bradley & Lang, 1999: See Appendix B) for the dimensions of valence and arousal.
A Language Questionnaire (See Appendix C) was also used in order to determine the
participant’s language use and background, along with their proficiency levels for each of their
languages. This questionnaire is a self-rating instrument that asks participants to rate their level
of spoken, written, and conversational skills in Spanish and English. The surveys and language
questionnaire were created and administered using Google Forms on Apple Macintosh
computers in a controlled laboratory environment.
Procedure.
An information sheet that explained the rights of the participants was given, which also
emphasized that participation was strictly voluntary. The information sheet was their proof of
extra credit participation. After reviewing the information sheet, each participant was assigned to
a condition at random (Spanish or English). They were instructed to first complete the language
questionnaire to later be directed to the survey. The participants were asked to read the
instructions carefully as they appeared on the online questionnaire and survey (See Appendix D),
and the experimenter also made sure to go over the instructions verbally in order to clarify any
doubts. Participants were asked to rate the words that appeared on the survey for the two scales
shown. The first one was the unhappy-happy (valence) scale, which ranged from a 1 to a 9 with a
1 being unhappy, 5 indicating a neutral response, and 9 being happy. The second scale was the
excited-calm (arousal) scale, which also ranged from a 1 to a 9 with 1 being calm, 5 indicating a
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neutral response, and a 9 being excited. Both scales made use of the SAM figures for each of the
ratings and served to better illustrate the scale. Please note participants always completed the
valence scale first, and then the arousal scale as we followed and adapted Bradley and Lang’s
(1999) set of instructions and procedure.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A bivariate correlation analysis was conducted in order to compare the results obtained
from looking at the dimensions of valence and arousal for both language conditions with the
original norming studies from Redondo et al., (2007) and Bradley and Lang (1999). The English
results indicated significant (p < .01) positive correlations for both dimensions with valence
(original norming M = 5.26, SD = 2.14; present norming study M =5.25, SD = 2.52) showing a
strong positive correlation (r = .96) and arousal (original norming M = 5.24, SD = 1.13; present
norming study M = 5.35, SD = 1.11) revealing a moderate positive correlation (r = .56). A very
similar pattern was observed for the Spanish condition for valence (original norming M = 4.90,
SD = 2.40; present norming study M = 5.11, SD= 1.98) exhibiting a strong positive correlation (r
= .96, p < .01). However, while the pattern for arousal was the same as in the English condition
(original norming M = 5.70, SD = 1.05; present norming study M = 9.05, SD = 41.78) the
correlation did not approach significance (r = .05 p = .609). In this condition valence again
demonstrated a significant strong positive correlation like in the English condition, and arousal
had a nonsignificant weak positive correlation. These results demonstrate the consistency of the
literature with regards to the dimensional view of emotion and its two main dimensions of
valence and arousal, as valence has the highest correlation between the two for both language
conditions (Bradley and Lang, 1999). Given the results obtained from the comparison of the
norming studies, it seems that between the two dimensions of valence and arousal the best
predictor of emotion is valence. Furthermore, seeing the replication of patterns between Redondo
et al., (2007) study with European Spanish-English bilinguals and our norming study with South
Texas Spanish-English bilinguals could be an indication of the universality of human emotions,
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and cognitive processes regardless of language spoken and where they have been learned
(European Spanish vs. South Texas Spanish).
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EXPERIMENT 1

Methods
Participants.
99 Spanish/English bilingual undergraduate psychology students (27 males, 72 females)
from Texas A&M International University (TAMIU) participated in the study in exchange for
extra credit. Two participants were excluded due to their monolingual status, as well as 12 other
participants who did not meet our 80% accuracy level criteria on the lexical task. Out of the 85
students whose data were analyzed, their dominance scores were computed using Dunn and Fox
Tree’s (2009) Bilingual Dominance Scale, which ranges from a -30 to a +30 (Negative values:
English dominance; Positive values: Spanish dominance). The cutoff to determine balanced
bilinguals was from -10 to +10. These are the average Mean scores for each: English Dominant
(N = 46, M = -17, SD = 5.26), Balanced Bilinguals (N = 32, M = -2, SD = 5.15), and Spanish
Dominant (N = 7, M = 14, SD = 4.50). As can be seen in Table 2 below (indicates proficiency
measurements), we can see that the group was mostly proficient in English by looking at their
self-ratings in their language abilities (e.g., speaking, reading), as well as noting that they had
more years being schooled in English.
Materials.
The stimuli used for this behavioral task was obtained from the Spanish and English
norming surveys from the previous study by using the three word type lists (Positive: N = 43,
Neutral: N = 42, and Negative: N = 43) in which negative words ranged from a 1 to 3, positive
words ranged from 7 to 9, and neutral words ranged from 4 to 6, for a total of 128 words for each
language condition. A list of nonwords was also created using the software program Wuggy, a
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multilingual pseudo word generator (Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2010) from a list of 2-3 syllable
control words obtained from English and Spanish databases (English: MCR Database, Spanish:
Spanish Lexical Database), for a total of 128 nonwords for both conditions. The experiment was
run using the E-Prime experiment builder application for Windows 7. Lists were randomized
using E-Prime internal procedures and were randomized for every participant.

Table 2. Self-Ratings (1 = Not Fluent, 7 = Very Fluent) and Language Mixing (1 = I Never
Mix Languages, 7 = I Mix Languages all the Time) on Language History Questionnaire
English-Spanish Spanish-English
Age
24.73 (6.48)
24.05 (6.26)
Mean Age L2 Learned
5.20 (4.48)
6.85 (5.67)
Mean Years of Schooling in Spanish
3.26 (4.47)
5.06 (5.45)
Mean Years of Schooling in English
12.46 (5.88)
13.5 (5.12)
Mean Language Mixing Ratings
4.47 (1.90)
4.94 (1.83)
Mean Self-Ratings
English
Language Usage
6.30 (1.09)
Speaking
6.58 (0.80)
Reading
6.81 (0.42)
Understanding
6.76 (0.52)
Writing
6.70 (0.61)
Note. Values in parenthesis represent SDs (N = 85)

Spanish
5.22 (1.53)
5.6 (1.28)
5.38 (1.54)
6.14 (1.13)
4.69 (1.68)

The PST Serial Response Box was used in order for the participants to make their
selection between words and nonwords, in which their responses were measured in Reaction
Time (RT; How long it took the participant to process the stimuli shown on the computer screen).
In addition to this, the online versions of the NEO Five-Factory Inventory 3 (NEO-FFI 3; Costa
& McCrae, 2010), and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996),
were administered as well as an online adaptation of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory by using
Google Forms (STAI; Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983). The NEO-FFI 3
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was chosen as it is a brief 60 item personality inventory version of the NEO-PI 3 that is a
comprehensive measure of the five personality domains, which is less reliable and valid than the
full NEO-PI 3 version (Costa & McCrae, 2010). The BDI-II and STAI inventories were used as
we followed and adapted Kazanas and Altarriba’s (2015) inclusion criteria to include a clinical
population. Lastly, a Language History Questionnaire was also used in order to determine the
participant’s language dominance by expanding on Dunn and Fox Tree’s (2009) Bilingual
Dominance Scale. The measurements along with the Language Questionnaire (also done with
Google Forms) were presented on four Apple Macintosh computers. The Lexical Decision Task
was presented on four Dell computers each with a Serial Response Box in a controlled laboratory
environment.
Procedure.
An information sheet was given in which it explained the rights of the participants, as
well as mentioning the fact that participation was strictly voluntary. The information sheet served
as their proof of extra credit for participating in the experiment. After reviewing the information
sheet, each participant was assigned to a condition at random (Spanish or English), and they
were assigned a number in order to maintain their identity anonymous. Upon being assigned a
condition and number the participants were to first complete the different measurements (NEOFFI 3, BDI-II, and STAI) and the Language Questionnaire on one side of the laboratory at their
own pace. The experimenter explained to the participants that they had to complete a series of
assessments first to later move on to the lexical decision task on the opposite side of the
laboratory. They were asked to read the instructions for each measurement very carefully and
were encouraged to ask questions at anytime if they had any doubts or if they became confused
with the material. Following Kazanas and Altarriba’s (2015) inclusion criteria, the participants
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were further divided into Nonclinical vs. Clinical groups depending on their BDI-II scores
(nonclinical range: 0-13, clinical range: 14+) and the “State” portion of their STAI scores
(nonclinical range: 0-43, clinical range: 44+) referred to as Group 1. In addition to that, a second
differentiation between the groups was made by looking at their BDI-II scores (nonclinical
range: 0-13, clinical range: 14+) and the “State and Trait” portions of their STAI scores
(nonclinical range: 0-43, clinical range: 44+) referred to as Group2. After the participants had
completed the measurements (personality, depression, and anxiety inventories) and the language
questionnaire, they proceeded with the lexical task. For the lexical decision task, participants
were instructed to once more read the instructions (See Appendix E) carefully and the
experimenter went over them verbally to clarify any doubts. They were instructed to press the
“yes” button on the right side, and press with their right hand index finger to select the words
that were legal (e.g., movie/película) in English/Spanish, and to press the “no” button on the left
side, and press with their left hand index finger in order to select the nonwords in both languages
(e.g., nout/casu). After reading the instructions, participants first saw a fixation point for about
1500ms, followed by the stimuli (word or nonword) that remained on the screen for about
5000ms until a response was recorded, with a response window of 5000ms. As soon as they
made their responses, the next trial began. While the participants completed the lexical task, the
experimenter generated their NEO-FFI 3 and BDI-II scores in order to begin distinguishing the
nonclinical vs. clinical groups. In the case that the participant’s scores on the BDI-II indicated
suicidal ideation and risk, the experimenter, who is also a trained student counselor, spoke to the
participant and referred him/her to the TAMIU Counseling Center. This procedure was clearly
outlined and approved by the University IRB. Only three cases were encountered and the first
person was already receiving counseling, while the other two students were referred and
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accompanied to the TAMIU Counseling Center for assistance. After the participants completed
the assessments and task, they were asked if they had any questions regarding the experiment.
Once their questions and concerns, if any, were addressed they were provided with some
pamphlets with information from local agencies, and the TAMIU Counseling Center in order to
promote student well being and awareness of our local resources.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Due to the nature of the study, the analysis was conducted in three parts. The first
analysis was done from a cognitive perspective following the literature in the field in which there
was a successful replication of what has been found so far regarding emotional processing and
the automatic vigilance effect, or the focusing of cognitive resources when a threat is presented
(APA, 2004). The results were analyzed using a mixed linear effects model with subjects and
items as random effects. Group1 (Clinical vs. Nonclinical; differentiated by the participants score
on the BDI-II and only the “State” portion of the STAI), Valence (Negative vs. Neutral vs.
Positive) and the interaction of Group and Valence as fixed effects. Thus the overall analysis
conformed to a 2 (Group1: Clinical vs. Nonclinical) and 3 (Valence: Negative vs. Neutral vs.
Positive) design. The main effect for Group1 was nonsignificant F(1, 76.95) = .019 p = .891.
However, the results yielded a significant main effect for Valence, F(2, 240.75) = 5.88 p < .05,
and a significant interaction between Group1 and Valence, F(2, 10483.23) = 4.02 p < .05. The
main effect for Valence showed that negative (M = 802, SE = 27.91) words were processed
slower than neutral (M = 748, SE = 28.02) and positive words (M = 729, SE = 27.87). As can be
seen, negative words were 54 milliseconds slower than neutral words, and 74 milliseconds
slower than positive words. An in the case of neutral words, they were 19 milliseconds slower
than positive words. These findings replicate the automatic vigilance effect (APA, 2004). The
main effect for Group1, although nonsignificant, suggested the nonclinical group was (M = 763,
SE = 32.31) 11.43 milliseconds slower than the clinical group (M = 757, SE = 35.72). To see the
means from the interaction between Group1 and Valence please see Figure 5 below. The F-test
for simple effects revealed that RT responses for negative words between clinical and nonclinical
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groups were comparable. The same was true for neutral and positive stimuli. However, for both
groups, negative words were significantly slower than neutral and positive. Meaning that the
only difference was actually between the different word types (Negative vs. Neutral vs. Positive)
regardless of the group (Clinical vs. Nonclinical), as the interaction was basically driven by
valence.

Figure 5. Means for the two-way interaction as a function of Group1 (Clinical vs. Nonclinical) X

Valence (Negative vs. Neutral vs. Positive).

Moreover, these findings replicate the automatic vigilance effect (APA, 2004), in which
when humans are presented with threatening stimuli, it biases subsequent mental processes as
there is a tendency to focus all cognitive resources as a means of survival. Furthermore, it seems
there is a tendency for the Clinical group to process negative and neutral words at a faster rate
compared to the Nonclinical group while there is a shift with positive words being processed
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slower. Although, non-significant the trend of processing for negative words vs. positive words
was different. An additional 2 (Group2: Clinical vs. Nonclinical) and 3 (Valence: Negative vs.
Neutral vs. Positive) mixed linear effects model analysis was conducted in order to see the
interaction between Group2 (Clinical vs. Nonclinical; differentiated by the participants score on
the BDI-II and both (State and Trait) scores of the STAI) and Valence (Negative vs. Neutral vs.
Positive). The main effect for Group2 was nonsignificant F(1, 77) = .122 p = .728, but just like
in the previous linear model analysis, there was a significant main effect for Valence F(2,
240.20) = 6.00 p < .05 and a significant interaction between Group2 and Valence F(2, 10486.80)
= 3.55 p < .05. The main effect for Valence once more showed that negative (M = 802, SE =
27.80) words were processed slower than neutral (M = 748.75, SE = 27.90) and positive words
(M = 729.17, SE = 27.75) as could be seen from the means. The main effect for Group2,
although nonsignificant, revealed that the nonclinical group was (M = 768, SE = 33.30) 16
milliseconds slower than the clinical group (M = 752, SE = 34.45). To see the means for the
interaction of Group2 and Valence please see Figure 6 below.
Again, just like in the previous analysis, the F-test for simple effects revealed that RT
responses for negative words between both groups were similar, as well as for neutral and
positive stimuli. However, once more negative words were significantly slower than neutral and
positive for both groups. The same trend regarding the processing of negative and neutral words
was observed, as well as the shift in processing of positive words between the groups. Once more
the interaction was driven by valence, and the only difference was between the three different
word types regardless of the groups.
No matter how the clinical groups were created, whether it was only taking in
consideration the BDI-II and State portion of the STAI (referred to as Group1), or by considering
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both the State and Trait portions of the STAI (referred to as Group2), the patterns in word
processing were similar for both even if they were not significant.

Figure 6. Means for the two-way interaction as a function of Group2 (Clinical vs. Nonclinical) X
Valence (Negative vs. Neutral vs. Positive).

For the second part of the analysis, a bivariate correlation analysis was performed in
order to see the relationships and patterns between all of the variables that were used, starting
with the different word types: 1) Negative, 2) Neutral, 3) Positive, then looking at the bilingual’s
language ability: 4) Dominance (English/Spanish), 5) First Language (L1). Also, the two
different groups: 6) Group1 (Clinical vs. Nonclinical; BDI-II and STAI State scores), 7) Group2
(Clinical vs. Nonclinical; BDI-II and STAI State and Trait scores), as well as the five different
personality domains: 8) Neuroticism (N score), 9) Extraversion (E score), 10) Openness (O
score), 11) Agreeableness (A score), 12) Conscientiousness (C Score), and the overall scores
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from the depression (BDI-II) and both of the sections of the anxiety (STAI) measurements: 13)
BDI-II score, 14) STAI- State (State Score) and 15) STAI- Trait (Trait Score) scores.
Furthermore, we decided to create the following eight variables to see the combination of the
different groups with the personality, depression, and anxiety measures compared with the other
individual variables, as sometimes it can be more interesting to the see joint effects: 16)
Group*N Score, 17) Group*E Score, 18) Group*O Score, 19) Group*A Score, 20) Group*C
Score, 21) Group*BDI-II Score, 22) Group*State Score, and 23) Group*Trait Score (To see all
of the correlations see Table 3 below).

Some of the significant correlations of interest were Neuroticism and both variables
referring to the differentiation of Clinical vs. Nonclinical groups (Group1 r = .62, p ≤ .01 and
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Group2 r = .63, p ≤ .01). Regardless of how the groups were separated both of them
demonstrated a moderate positive correlation with Neuroticism. The same pattern was repeated
between Neuroticism and the BDI-II and STAI scores since the scores on the measurements
determined the groups (BDI-II r = .63, p ≤ .01; STAI State Score r = .63, p ≤ .01; STAI Trait
Score r = .75, p ≤ .01).
These results are consistent with the notion that people that fall in the higher range of the
neuroticism domain tend to dwell on the negative and are often people who become easily
anxious (McAdams, 2009), which in turn was reflected on the higher scores of the depression
and anxiety measurements making them part of that clinical range. Not surprisingly, the opposite
was seen with the domain of Extraversion. In this case Group1 was negatively correlated r = .28, p ≤ .01, as well as with Group2 r = -.31, p ≤ .01. Meaning that the higher their level of
Extraversion the lower their scores were for the clinical/nonclinical range. This pattern again
replicated with the measurements and Extraversion, as they were negatively correlated (BDI-II: r
= -.43, p ≤ .01; STAI: State Score: r = .63, p ≤ .01 and Trait Score: r = .75, p ≤ .01), so the lower
the score on the measurements the higher their Extraversion scores. Interestingly enough, out of
the five different personality domains, only Neuroticism was positively correlated with the BDIII (r = .63, p ≤ .01) and the STAI (State Score r = .63, p ≤ .01; Trait Score r = .75, p ≤ .01). The
rest of the domains were negatively correlated with the BDI-II (Openness: r = -.19, p =.08;
Agreeableness: r = -.23, p ≤ .01; Conscientiousness: r = -.27, p ≤ .01) and the STAI (Openness: r
= -.13, p = 23; Agreeableness: r = -.26, p ≤ .01; Conscientiousness: r = -..19, p = .07) displaying
the same pattern as Extraversion. When looking at Neuroticism and Extraversion, their
relationship is negatively significant r = -.42, p ≤ .01, which from a theoretical perspective
people who score high on the Neuroticism domain tend to have traits (e.g., anxious) that may not
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relate very well with a high level of Extraversion, as these individuals tend to be very outgoing
and carefree (McAdams, 2009). Looking at these different variables a very interesting pattern
can be seen with these two personality domains in that their negative relationship reflects on how
they relate to the Clinical vs. Nonclinical groups (Group1 and Group2), and the other
measurements (Depression; BDI-II and Anxiety; STAI) as it is actually the opposite.
The third and final analysis was a multivariate multiple regression analysis, which was
performed on the three dependent variables: Negative, Neutral, and Positive words. The
independent variables were Dominance (see Participants section above), First Language (L1)
(See table 2 again), Group1 (Clinical and Nonclinical; BDI-II and STAI State scores), Group2
(Clinical and Nonclinical; BDI-II and STAI State and Trait scores), Neuroticism (N score),
Extraversion (E score), Openness (O score), Agreeableness (A score), Conscientiousness (C
Score), BDI-II score, STAI- State (State Score) and Trait (Trait Score) scores, as well as the
created variables of Group1*N Score, Group1*E Score, Group1*O Score, Group1*A Score,
Group1*C Score, Group1*BDI-II Score, Group1*State Score, and Group1*Trait Score because
occasionally interactions tend to be more interesting than just simple main effects, and we
wanted to see the joint effect of the two variables. The IV’s were entered as follows: Negative,
Neutral, and Positive. Using Wilks’ Lambda criteria the overall omnibus test was marginally
significant F(3,62) = 2.65 p = .056, as well as the combined DV’s for Dominance F(3,62) = 2.62
p = .06, L1 F(3,62) = 2.66 p = .06, State Score F(3,62) = 2.34 p = .08, Group1*N Score F(3,62)
= 2.47 p = .07, and Group1*State Score F(3,62) = 2.64 p = .06. Furthermore, the combined
DV’s were significantly affected by Group1 F(3,62) = 3.05 p ≤ .05, A score F(3,62) = 2.71 p ≤
.05, and Group1*C Score F(3,62) = 3.46 p ≤ .05.
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Because the overall multivariate test was marginally significant, we went ahead and
interpreted the univariate analysis (that would correspond to separate multiple regressions) to see
how each of the independent variables may have affected the different emotional word types.
The overall corrected model for the univariate tests was nonsignificant: Negative F(20,64) = 1.19
p = > .05, Neutral F(20,64) = 1.06 p = > .05, and Positive F(20,64) = .99 p = > .05. Please see
Table 4.1 below for further details.
Although the overall univariate test was not significant, we went ahead and interpreted
the significant relationships between the predictors and word type. As can be shown in Table 4.2
below, for negative words the significant relationships were with Dominance, L1, A Score, and
Group1*A Score. A negative relationship was observed for dominance B = -6.359 p ≤ .05,
suggesting that a unit increase by Dominance coefficient resulted in a decrease in response (in
RT) for negative words. In other words, as dominance increases (in this case becoming more
English dominant), reaction times for negative words decreased; they become slower. The same
pattern was seen with L1 B = -171.915 p ≤ .01; the value indicates a one unit increase in L1 is
associated with a decrease of the DV.

Table 4.1. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Source
Corrected Model
Intercept

Dependent
Variable
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Positive

Type III Sum
of Squares
1223092.9a
749111.75b
727390.41c
68233.579
114188.736
124627.056

a. R Squared = .271 (Adjusted R Squared = .043)
b. R Squared = .249 (Adjusted R Squared = .015)
c. R Squared = .236 (Adjusted R Squared = -.002)

df
20
20
20
1
1
1

Mean Square
61154.647
37455.588
36369.520
68233.579
114188.736
124627.056

F
1.191
1.062
.990
1.329
3.239
3.393

Sig.
.291
.409
.486
.253
.077
.070
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In this case as L1 is English, reaction times for negative words are faster with smaller
RTs. The opposite pattern was seen with A score B= 7.278 p ≤ .05, in which a unit increase of
the Agreeableness coefficient resulted in an increase in RT for negative words. In other words, as
agreeableness scores increased, the reaction times for negative stimuli also increased. Lastly, a
negative relationship was also observed with Group1*A Score B= -10.582 p ≤ .05. Again, this
value indicates that for every one unit increase of the interaction between Group1 and
Agreeableness there is an RT decrease of Negative words. For the Neutral words there was only
one significant relationship with L1 B= -141.546 p ≤ .01, in which a unit increase in the L1
coefficient lead to an RT decrease for Neutral words. Meaning that when the L1 is English, the
processing of neutral words becomes faster. As far as the Positive words there were only two
significant relationships with Dominance and L1. They both had a negative relationship
compared to positive stimuli (Dominance B= -4.989 p ≤ .05; L1 B= -146.141 p ≤ .01) in which
the values indicate that every one unit increase of the predictors (Dominance and L1) is
associated with a decrease of the DV (reaction time). Therefore, when the dominant language is
English, the faster the processing of positive words. The same holds true for when L1 is English.
Table 4.2 shows the parameter estimates that were significant for the DV’s, for the other

Table 4.2. Significant Parameter Estimates
95% Confidence Interval
Dependent
Variable
Negative

Neutral
Positive

Parameter
Dominance
L1
A Score
Group*A
score
L1
Dominance
L1

B
-6.359
-171.915
7.278
-10.582

Std.
Error
2.861
60.778
3.643
5.261

t
-2.223
-2.829
1.998
-2.011

Sig.
.030
.006
.050
.048

Lower Bound
-12.074
-293.334
.000
-21.091

Upper Bound
-.643
-50.496
14.555
-.072

-141.546
-4.989
-146.141

50.362
2.420
51.407

-2.811
-2.062
-2.843

.007
.043
.006

-242.155
-9.823
-248.837

-40.937
-.155
-43.444
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variables see Appendix F. The patterns of the relationships seen showed that processing of the
emotional stimuli was slower when the main language was Spanish (Dominance and L1) and
perhaps this could be a manifestation of the English dominant sample we had.
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CONCLUSION

The purpose of the present study was to investigate personality influences in word
processing in Spanish/English bilinguals by looking at emotional words (e.g., negative, neutral,
positive), as well as a clinical vs. nonclinical population to compare processing patterns among
the two. The literature mentions some of the influences by personality traits, such as in the case
of cultural frame switching CFS (Ramírez-Esparza et al., 2006; Terrazas-Carillo & English) so
seeing how personality has influenced certain cultural attitudes, we wanted to incorporate
personality into language processing by answering the question of:
1. Does personality influence word processing in Spanish/English bilinguals, specifically
looking at emotional words (e.g., negative, neutral, positive)?
Furthermore, the literature has overlooked the investigation of clinical populations (Kazanas &
Altarriba, 2015; Sutton et al., 2007), so an expansion of the inclusion criteria from previous
studies was proposed to include a clinical vs. nonclinical population in which we attempted to
answer the following question:
2. How does falling under a clinical vs. nonclinical range affect/influence emotional word
processing?
Additionally, our hypotheses were supported:
1. Our bilingual language processing results replicated the findings shown that negative
words should be responded slower than positive and neutral (APA, 2004).
2. The clinical groups responded faster to the negative stimuli compared with the
nonclinical groups, given that they were already experiencing higher levels of unpleasant
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emotions (feelings of sadness and anxiety) as indicated by their higher scores on the BDIII and STAI.
3. Emotional word processing patterns between the clinical and nonclinical groups
replicated regardless of if only the State portion of the STAI was used (Group1), or if
both portions (State and Trait) were included (Group2).
Now I will address every question starting with if personality influences word processing in
Spanish/English bilinguals, when looking at emotional words.
The overall omnibus test was marginally significant and when looking at the individual
contributions of the independent variables to the DV’s there was not a lot of significance. This is
mainly due to an issue of power that was experienced as a large number of participant’s data had
to be excluded, which was something unexpected. It seems that as far as how personality may
influence emotional language processing, the domain to look at is agreeableness as this was the
only one out of the five personality domains to come out significant on the univariate analysis.
Individuals who have high levels of agreeableness tend to be people that are tactful, warm, and
optimistic. Agreeableness was negatively correlated with all the measurements (BDI-II: r = -.23,
p ≤ .01; STAI state: r = -.27, p ≤ .01, trait: r = -.23, p ≤ .01), which also followed the same pattern
with the nonclinical and clinical groups.
The second question was with regards to how does falling under a clinical vs. nonclinical range
affect/influence emotional word processing:
Our hypothesis was supported as the language part of the study successfully replicated
the automatic vigilance effect (APA, 2004) as results revealed slower processing of the negative
stimuli. It seems that there may be a difference in language processing. Especially emotional
processing for individuals that may fall under a clinical range, as they tend to process emotional
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stimuli at a faster rate compared to the nonclinical group. Interestingly enough, even when they
process emotional stimuli faster, the shift of processing occurs with positive stimuli, as they were
slower to react. Unfortunately, there is a lack of research in this specific area. A possible
explanation to this pattern could be that people who fall in a clinical range (high scores of
depression and anxiety) may be more sensitive to emotional stimuli and due to the nature of the
high levels of arousal and negative emotions they experience, their mind frame is perhaps
focusing more on the negative aspects making them slower to react to more positive emotions
and stimuli overall. Further research is required as far as emotional language processing of
bilinguals who may be dealing with clinical symptoms as this could prove beneficial to the area
of psychotherapy. Especially since using both bilingual’s languages in a strategic manner has
been beneficial for bilingual clients (Pitta et al., 1978), as I was also able to witness firsthand
with one of my clients.
Furthermore, for future research, a follow up study will be conducted in order to better
account for the power issues from experiment 1, in which careful revision of the experiment’s
design and execution will be made to prevent this from happening again. From computing power
analysis to reliability analysis on the measurements used with the population of interest, as some
of the items may have been confusing for the participants. The emotional stimuli will be
separated from the emotion-laden stimuli since the current study looked at a combination of
emotional words (e.g., happy, angry) and emotion-laden (e.g., puppy, bee) overall by only
separating them depending on their valence and arousal levels into the three dependent variables
(negative, neutral, and positive).
As far as the separation of emotional stimuli (emotional vs. emotionally laden), careful
revision on this topic is necessary, as there tends to be an overlap of categories between the
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stimuli. For example, the emotion-laden word bee can be classified as a concrete word because it
refers to something that is tangible and visible. Also, the emotion elicited by the word could
elicit different emotional reactions depending on the individual’s perspective (negative: fear of
bees, positive: interest in bees), so perhaps when dealing with emotionally laden stimuli, looking
at the dimension of arousal may be more relevant due to the subjectivity of the individual’s
emotional perspective.
With regards to personality, the five personality domains (neuroticism, extraversion,
openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness) will be looked at in terms of high vs. low levels,
to see how they may compare in the processing of emotion vs. emotion-laden stimuli in SpanishEnglish bilinguals. Lastly, we will also ensure that the bilingual population is more of a
heterogeneous group in terms of proficiency and dominance levels on each one of their
languages.
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APPENDIX A
EMOTIONAL STIMULI
Positive: Spanish
película

movie

pareja

couple

confianza

trust

tesoro

treasure

esperanza

hope

feliz

happy

hermoso

beautiful

caricia

caress

ganar

win

amado

loved

sabio

wise

beso

kiss

mejorar

improve

florecer

blossom

hermano

brother

primavera

spring

aprender

learn

risa

laughter

ganancias

profit

alegre

merry

Positive: English
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conocimiento

knowledge

chiste

joke

viajes

travel

logro

achievement

obsequio

gift

abrazo

hug

agradecido

grateful

salud

health

belleza

beauty

cachorro

puppy

guapa

pretty

comer

eat

canción

song

joven

young

verdad

truth

dinero

money

nieve

snow

niño

child

maravilla

wonder

placer

pleasure

hogar

home

amigo

friend

libre

free
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Neutral: Spanish

Neutral: English

sombra

shadow

puerta

door

torre

tower

rana

frog

paraguas

umbrella

pañuelo

handkerchief

hierro

iron

otoño

autumn

esquina

corner

lluvia

rain

herramienta

tool

codo

elbow

tobillo

ankle

mantequilla

butter

glass

vidrio

corona

crown

cordero

lamb

liso

smooth

vaca

cow

tierra

earth

nombre

name

tenedor

fork
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tablero

board

ventana

window

hervir

boil

esposa

wife

dedo

finger

sombrero

hat

leche

milk

negro

black

asiento

seat

reina

queen

seno

breast

bandera

flag

corcho

cork

llave

key

reloj

clock

edificio

building

rey

king

lápiz

pencil

pescado

fish
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Negative: Spanish

Negative: English

ladrón

thief

perdedor

loser

infiel

unfaithful

malvado

wicked

muerte

death

perdido

lost

dolor

pain

golpe

hit

podrido

rotten

lucha

fight

caída

fall

culpa

fault

fracaso

failure

sangriento

bloody

espina

thorn

choque

crash

cuchillo

knife

mentira

lie

odio

hatred

entierro

burial

deuda

debt

ciego

blind
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engaño

deceit

asustado

scared

pobreza

poverty

aplastado

crushed

enfadado

anger

castigo

punishment

cárcel

jail

enfermedad

sickness

pesadilla

nightmare

daño

damage

temor

fear

lástima

pity

avispa

wasp

matanza

slaughter

herido

hurt

quemadura

burn

peligro

danger

guerra

war

precipicio

cliff

sucio

dirty

espantoso

dreadful
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APPENDIX B
SCALES
Unhappy-Happy (valence) scale:

1= Unhappy
5= Neutral
9= Happy
Calm-Excited (arousal) scale:

1= Calm
5= Neutral
9= Excited
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APPENDIX C
LANGUAGE QUESTIONNAIRE
Please fill out the following sections regarding descriptive and language information:
1. Experiment Information:
a. Name
b. Professor
c. Date
2. Descriptive Information:
a. Age
b. Gender
c. Native Country (For example: U.S, Mexico)
d. First Language
e. Second Language
f. Other Language
3. Please rate your English Language ability on a 1-7 scale (where 1 = very little
knowledge, and 7 = very fluent).
a. Speak
Very little knowledge

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very Fluent
b. Read
Very little knowledge
Very Fluent
c. Understand
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Very little knowledge

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very Fluent
d. Write
Very little knowledge
Very Fluent
4. Please rate your Spanish Language ability on a 1-7 scale (where 1 = very little
knowledge, and 7 = very fluent).
a. Speak
Very little knowledge

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very Fluent
b. Read
Very little knowledge
Very Fluent
c. Understand
Very little knowledge
Very Fluent
d. Write
Very little knowledge
Very Fluent
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APPENDIX D
EMOTION NORMING SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS
This study investigates emotion and how people respond to different types of words. You will
notice that you have two (2) sets of pictures with figures on them. You will be shown two:
Unhappy vs. Happy, and Calm vs. Excited. You will make all 2 ratings for each word that you
read.
Please notice that each of the two feelings is displayed along a different scale. The first set shows
the unhappy-happy scale, which ranges from a frown to a smile. At one extreme of this scale,
you are happy, pleased, satisfied, contented, and hopeful. When you feel completely happy you
should indicate this by selecting the number that matches with the figure at the right (e.g., select
9). The other end of the scale is when you feel completely unhappy, annoyed, unsatisfied,
melancholic, despaired, or bored. You can indicate feeling completely unhappy by selecting the
number that matches with the figure at the left (e.g., select 1). The figures also allow you to
describe intermediate feelings of pleasure, by selecting any of the other numbers that match the
pictures. If you feel completely neutral, neither happy nor sad, select the number that matches the
figure in the middle (e.g., select 5). If your feeling of pleasure or displeasure falls between two of
the pictures, then select the number that matches the space between the figures (for example: 2,
4, 6, and 8). This permits you to make more finely graded ratings of how you feel in reaction to
each word. There are a total of 9 possible points along each rating scale that you can select to
indicate the extent to which you felt happy or unhappy. Any questions so far?
The excited or calm scale is the second type of feeling displayed here, and it is the second scale
shown for each word. At one extreme of this scale you are stimulated, excited, frenzied, jittery,
wide-awake, or aroused. When you feel completely aroused, select the number that matches the
figure at the right of the row (e.g., select 9). Now look at the other end of the excited-calm scale,
which is the completely opposite feeling. Here you would feel completely relaxed, calm,
sluggish, dull, sleepy, or unaroused. Indicate feeling calm by selecting the number that matches
the figure at the left of the row (e.g., select 1). As with the unhappy-happy scale, you can
represent intermediate levels of excitedness or calmness by selecting the number that matches
the other figures. If you are not excited nor at all calm, select the number that matches the figure
in the middle of the row (e.g., select 5). Again, if you wish to make a more finely tuned rating of
how excited or calm you feel, select the number that matches the space between the pictures (for
example: 2, 4, 6, and 8). When you have made all 2 ratings for each word, you will have two
selections for each word. Any questions?
Please work at a rapid pace and don’t spend too much time thinking about each word. Rather,
make your ratings based on your first and immediate reaction as you read each word. When you
are finished please sit quietly and wait for further instructions.
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APPENDIX E
EMOTIONAL LEXICAL TASK INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome to the experiment. Press the SPACEBAR for instructions.
Your task will be deciding if the string of letters is a legitimate English word (e.g., CAT) or a
nonword (e.g., CRAT). If you decide it is a word, press the “yes” key; if you decide it is not a
word, press the “no” key. Press the SPACEBAR if you are ready to start the experiment.
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APPENDIX F
PARAMETER ESTIMATES
95% Confidence Interval
Dependent
Variable
Negative

Neutral

Parameter
Group
Trait
N Score
E Score
O Score
C Score
BDI-II
Score
State Score
Trait Score
Group*N
Score
Group*E
Score
Group*O
Score
Group*C
Score
Group*BDIII Score
Group*State
Score
Group*Trait
Score
Dominance
Group
Trait
N Score
E Score
O Score
A Score
C Score
BDI-II
Score
State Score
Trait Score
Group*N
Score
Group*E
Score
Group*O
Score
Group*A
Score
Group*C
Score

B
1131.970
-151.877
6.369
-7.171
-5.585
1.978
4.438

Std. Error
887.790
171.617
5.398
4.954
4.048
4.520
8.917

t
1.275
-.885
1.180
-1.448
-1.380
.438
.498

Sig.
.207
.379
.242
.153
.173
.663
.620

Lower Bound
-641.594
-494.722
-4.415
-17.067
-13.673
-7.053
-13.376

Upper Bound
2905.534
190.968
17.153
2.726
2.503
11.008
22.252

-3.792
-4.191
-14.828

6.402
8.353
8.718

-.592
-.502
-1.701

.556
.618
.094

-16.581
-20.878
-32.245

8.996
12.497
2.589

8.820

6.305

1.399

.167

-3.775

21.416

5.811

5.886

.987

.327

-5.949

17.570

-9.009

6.455

-1.396

.168

-21.905

3.887

-6.386

9.639

-.663

.510

-25.642

12.870

7.270

7.909

.919

.361

-8.529

23.069

3.095

10.332

.300

.766

-17.546

23.736

-3.913
275.542
-135.225
4.421
-6.911
-4.289
5.829
.163
1.130

2.371
735.633
142.204
4.473
4.105
3.355
3.019
3.746
7.389

-1.651
.375
-.951
.988
-1.684
-1.278
1.931
.044
.153

.104
.709
.345
.327
.097
.206
.058
.965
.879

-8.649
-1194.053
-419.310
-4.514
-15.111
-10.990
-.201
-7.320
-13.631

.823
1745.137
148.860
13.357
1.289
2.413
11.859
7.646
15.891

-3.443
-2.167
-6.858

5.304
6.922
7.224

-.649
-.313
-.949

.519
.755
.346

-14.040
-15.994
-21.290

7.153
11.661
7.574

8.565

5.224

1.640

.106

-1.871

19.002

3.655

4.878

.749

.456

-6.090

13.399

-8.061

4.359

-1.849

.069

-16.769

.647

-2.238

5.349

-.418

.677

-12.924

8.448
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PARAMETER ESTIMATES, CONT.

Positive

Group*BDIII Score
Group*State
Score
Group*Trait
Score
Group
Trait
N Score
E Score
O Score
A Score
C Score
BDI-II
Score
State Score
Trait Score
Group*N
Score
Group*E
Score
Group*O
Score
Group*A
Score
Group*C
Score
Group*BDIII Score
Group*State
Score
Group*Trait
Score

-1.269

7.987

-.159

.874

-17.225

14.687

4.861

6.553

.742

.461

-8.231

17.952

-.649

8.561

-.076

.940

-17.752

16.455

750.894
145.154
4.566
4.190
3.424
3.081
3.823
7.542

.526
-1.288
.600
-1.401
-1.277
1.435
.100
.165

.601
.202
.550
.166
.206
.156
.920
.870

-1104.907
-476.933
-6.380
-14.239
-11.213
-1.733
-7.255
-13.824

1895.260
103.025
11.861
2.502
2.469
10.578
8.021
16.310

-6.641
.773
-8.278

5.414
7.065
7.374

-1.226
.109
-1.123

.225
.913
.266

-17.457
-13.341
-23.009

4.176
14.888
6.454

6.613

5.333

1.240

.219

-4.040

17.267

5.040

4.979

1.012

.315

-4.906

14.987

-7.073

4.449

-1.590

.117

-15.962

1.816

-3.612

5.460

-.661

.511

-14.519

7.296

-2.906

8.153

-.356

.723

-19.193

13.381

9.491

6.689

1.419

.161

-3.872

22.854

-.443

8.739

-.051

.960

-17.901

17.015

395.176
-186.954
2.740
-5.868
-4.372
4.422
.383
1.243
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